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[GE] Z8 [Collector's collection] 《Masterpiece》 era Koshimizu pine, bamboo, and plum crest bottle / antique,
period, art, Japanese art, Kiyomizu ware, antique, crest

CURRENT BID: 18 bid(s)

Local shipping to
JAUCE warehouse:

Please ask

TIME LEFT: ended

71,000yen

This auction has ended.

SELLER INFORMATION
SELLER
doragonec

FEEDBACK

ITEM LOCATION : Aichi Prefecture

Antiques & Collectibles >Crafts @ >Ceramics >Japanese Ceramics >Kyoyaki >Vase, Pot

 We ship to
U.S.A.

Yahoo! Japan Auctions Rakuten Amazon JP Yahoo JP Shopping Jauce Stores

ITEM CONDITION :

AUCTION ID :

QUANTITY :

STARTING PRICE :

MAKE OFFER :

CURRENT TIME :

STARTING TIME :

ENDING TIME :

TIME EXTENSION :

2240 2249 9

SEE OTHER ITEMS
ADD TO MY FAVORITE SELLERS

ITEM DESCRIPTION SHIPPING AND PAYMENTS
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English   Powered by Translate

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

*Cancellation and cancellation of incorrect bids for the amount cannot be accepted. 

Thank you for your careful bidding. 

Item description 
● Please bid after understanding the notes. 
●Since shipping is done by a packing company, please use Transaction Navi for inquiries other than packing after arrival 
. 
(Inquiries other than packing cannot be accepted for the contact information of the packing company in the Yu-Pack. Please understand.) 
- For trouble prevention, please make all inquiries and negotiations using Transaction Navi. We cannot accept phone calls. 

[Size] H21.8? D13.0? Weight 1073g [ 

Condition] Has wear and tear over time 

[Shipping details] 
●Nationwide flat rate of 1,200 yen (Hokkaido, Okinawa, and remote islands: 2,000 yen)　　
It will be 600 yen with. (Hokkaido, Okinawa, and remote islands: 1,000 yen) 
●We will ship within three days after payment is confirmed. If you have not received a shipping notification after three days, please contact us. 

[Payment method] 
● Yahoo! Easy settlement 
(If you cannot make an easy payment, please refrain from bidding.) 

[Notes] 
[Regarding bidding] 
● Most of the exhibited products are consignment products. Authenticity cannot be guaranteed. (In the consignment exhibition, we do not select the products to be exhibited. Please judge the photos based on your own
experience and connoisseur and bid accordingly.)
●Because it is an antique, we will write the year and author on the product itself, but please bid based on your own judgment regarding the year and author. If you are not satisfied, please refrain from bidding. 
●Please carefully consider the item before bidding. 
●We do not accept any returns. If payment cannot be made within the period, the 
order will be canceled due to the convenience of the highest bidder. I will refuse the bid of those who cannot keep the promise. 
* Please understand that in the case of cancellation due to the highest bidder's convenience, the customer will automatically receive a bad evaluation. Please understand that you will not be able to bid on any of our other
exhibited products if you cancel for your own convenience. 
- If you are new or have many bad evaluations, we may refuse to bid at our discretion. Thank you for your understanding. If you wish to bid with a new ID, please be sure to let us know from the question column. 
●Bids without intention to purchase or mischievous bids will be reported to public institutions as they constitute fraudulent business obstruction. 
●As there are many successful bidders who do not wish to be evaluated, we do not conduct evaluations. We will evaluate only when we receive evaluation from the highest bidder. 
In addition, please note that it may take several days to reply to the evaluation. 

[Regarding the condition of the product] 
●Regarding period products, there may be errors in individual opinions. Please refer to the photos and bid after understanding. 
● Due to the nature of antiques, there may be scratches over time, tiny scratches, cloudy glaze, etc. 
Other than obvious artificial damage, etc., it is described as no scratches based on this subjectivity.
There are differences of opinion regarding kiln scratches, natural intrusion, and glaze shrinkage.　
Although flaws, repairs, etc. will be strictly checked, they will not be marked unless they are clearly artificial. 
●There may be exceptions where the writing on the box is different to make the work easier to understand. 
●Accessories (boxes, bookmarks, cloth, etc.) may also have stains. 
●Some differences may occur between the color of the photograph and the actual item due to the shooting equipment and monitor. 

* We are trying to post as many pictures as possible, so please check carefully. 
If you have any questions even after looking at the photos, please ask before bidding. 

[Regarding exhibited products] 
Most of the exhibited products in our shop are consignment exhibited products. For consignment listings, you do not select the products to be exhibited. There are many old ones and many new ones. I will not judge and
display that side. Please use your own experience and connoisseur to make a bid that you will not regret. 

Please note that the listing may be terminated early or withdrawn at the request of the consignor.
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See more details

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

-Select a country-

See more details

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

JAUCE Stores (Commission 0\)

Price: 17,364JPY Price: 60,000JPY Price: 2,874JPY Price: 59,760JPY Price: 63,360JPY Price: 500JPY

Japan: 02 October, 10:21 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimator

Copyright © 2006 Nichido Logistics Inc. Japan
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